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Abstract—Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) aims to
make learning machines less opaque, and offers researchers
and practitioners various tools to reveal the decision-making
strategies of neural networks. In this work, we investigate how
XAI methods can be used for exploring and visualizing the
diversity of feature representations learned by Bayesian neural
networks (BNNs). Our goal is to provide a global understanding
of BNNs by making their decision-making strategies a) visible
and tangible through feature visualizations and b) quantitatively
measurable with a distance measure learned by contrastive learning. Our work provides new insights into the posterior distribution
in terms of human-understandable feature information with
regard to the underlying decision-making strategies. Our main
findings are the following: 1) global XAI methods can be applied
to explain the diversity of decision-making strategies of BNN
instances, 2) Monte Carlo dropout exhibits increased diversity
in feature representations compared to the multimodal posterior approximation of MultiSWAG, 3) the diversity of learned
feature representations highly correlates with the uncertainty
estimates, and 4) the inter-mode diversity of the multimodal
posterior decreases as the network width increases, while the
intra-mode diversity increases. Our findings are consistent with
the recent deep neural networks theory, providing additional
intuitions about what the theory implies in terms of humanly
understandable concepts.
Index Terms—XAI, feature visualization, contrastive learning,
Bayesian neural networks, deep ensemble.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

espite the great success of deep neural networks (DNN),
little is known about the decision-making strategies that
they have learned. This lack of transparency is a major
cause of concern since DNNs are being used in safety-critical
applications [1]–[3] and it has been shown that they tend
to encode fallacies, including the memorization of spurious
correlations [4] or being biased towards the data set that
they were trained on [5]–[7]. Therefore, in recent years, the
field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has established
itself in order to make the decisions of AI models accessible
in a humanly understandable way. XAI methods allow the
user to “open” the black-box of trained neural networks, that
is, understanding what the model has learned and on which
features its decisions are based.
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Such post hoc XAI methods can be further categorized
into local and global explanation methods. While local XAI
methods assign importance scores to input features, e.g. image
pixels, that are important for a model’s prediction [8]–[13],
global XAI methods aim to explain the inner workings of
a DNN, e.g. what concepts are encoded in its parameters, by
providing feature visualizations (FVs) [14]–[16]. XAI methods
have been applied extensively on many deep neural network
types that were trained in a frequentist fashion, namely convolutional neural networks [17], recurrent neural networks [18],
and others [16], [19], [20]. In a recent work [21], those methods have been applied to neural networks that were trained in a
Bayesian fashion. Inherently, Bayesian neural networks (BNN)
offer the property of uncertainty estimation that results from
the diversity of learned feature representations and prediction
strategies of different BNN instances. We will refer to these
prediction strategies as decision-making strategies. In their
work [21] the authors apply local explanation methods on top
of BNN instances and obtain a distribution over explanations,
from which they estimate explanation uncertainties. Our work
builds up on this idea, and aims to answer the following
questions:
1) Can the diversity of BNN instances be explained by
global XAI methods?
2) Does the choice of the Bayesian inference method
affects the diversity of their feature visualization?
3) Can the uncertainty estimates provided by a BNNs be
explained by the diversity of their feature visualizations?
4) How does the network width affects the diversity of
explanations of samples from a multimodal posterior
distribution?
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use global
XAI methods to explain the diversity of BNN instances. Our
results underpin the latest findings in the field of deep learning
theory [22] in a - for the first time - illustrative way.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide a brief overview of Bayesian
neural networks and global explanation methods, which are
used in the following work.
A. Bayesian neural networks
Bayesian machine learning estimates the posterior distribution over unknown variables rather than estimating a single
value. We focus on neural network classifiers, where the
conditional distribution of the model is given as
p(y|x, θ) = SoftMax(fθ (x)),

(1)
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with fθ (x) being the network function parameterized with θ.
Let D := {(x(1) , y (1) ), . . . , (x(N ) , y (N ) )| x(n) ∈ RD , y (n) ∈
{0, 1}C ∀n = 1, . . . , N } be a training data set, where N
is the number of training samples, and C is the number of
distinct classes. The label y (n) is a one-hot encoded vector,
where the vector-entry corresponding to the correct class is
one and the rest is set to zero. Given a prior distribution p(θ)
on the network parameter, the posterior distribution is given
by Bayes’ theorem [23]:
p(θ|D) =

p(D|θ)p(θ)
p(D|θ)p(θ)
.
=R
p(D)
p(D|θ)p(θ)dθ

(2)

Then, the predictive distribution p(y ∗ |x∗ , D) for a test point
x∗ is given by marginalizing over all possible model parameter
setups:
Z
p(y ∗ |x∗ , D) = p(y ∗ |x∗ , θ)p(θ|D)dθ,
(3)
encoding the models uncertainty regarding the predicted label
y ∗ for a given test point x∗ .
Since the integrals in Eqs.(2) and (3) are computationally
intractable for DNNs, several approximation methods have
been proposed [24]–[28]. If we can draw samples from an
approximate posterior q(θ|D) ≈ p(θ|D), the predictive distribution (3) can be approximated with T Monte Carlo samples:
p(y ∗ |x∗ , D) ≈

T
1X
p(y ∗ |x∗ , θt ),
T t=1

θt ∼ q(θ|D).

qSWAG (θ|D) = N (θ; θ̂SWAG , Σ̂SWAG ).
The covariance Σ̂SWAG is approximated by the sum of a
diagonal and a low-rank matrix, similarly to KFAC, for stable
estimation from a small number of SGD iterates.
4) Deep Ensemble of SWAG (MultiSWAG): MultiSWAG
[32] combines the ideas of SWAG and deep ensemble [33].
It simply performs the SWAG training multiple times from
different weight initializations, and each SGD trajectory is
used to compute the mean θ̂k and the covariance Σ̂k of a
Gaussian distribution. The estimated Gaussians are combined
to express the approximate posterior as a (equally-weighted)
mixture of Gaussians (MoG):

(4)

The resulting averaged output probability vector of the BNN is
usually refered to as Bayesian model average (BMA). Below
we introduce four popular methods for approximating the
posterior with unimodal or multimodal distribution families.
1) Kronecker-Factored Approximation Curvature (KFAC):
KFAC [29] approximates the true posterior distribution by
learning the following unimodal multivariate normal distribution:
qMAP (θ|D) = N (θ; θ̂MAP , F̂ −1 ),
where N (µ, Σ) denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean
µ and covariance Σ. The approximate posterior mean θ̂MAP is
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, which is obtained
by a standard training algorithm such as stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). The posterior covariance F̂ −1 is the inverse of
a regularized approximation of the Fisher information matrix
F . For computational efficiency, the inverse Fisher information
matrix F̂ −1 is approximated by the sum of a diagonal matrix
and a low-rank matrix expressed as a Kronecker-factorization.
2) Monte-Carlo Dropout (MCDO): Deep neural networks
of arbitrary depth including non-linearities that are trained
with dropout can be used to perform approximate Bayesian
inference [30]. In MCDO, samples from the approximate
posterior are drawn by
l
θl = θl∗ · diag([zl,ml ]M
ml =1 ),

distribution, e.g. zl,ml ∼ Bernoulli(γl ). Here L is the number
of layers, Ml is the number of units in layer l, and γl is the
dropout rate. In practice users can choose a fixed value of γl
by optimizing some metric, e.g. the test accuracy.
3) Stochastic Weight Averaging Gaussian (SWAG): SWAG
[31] is an efficient method to fit a Gaussian distribution
around a local solution. The algorithm consists of an initial
training phase followed by a model collection phase. During
the training phase, the model is trained with SGD using a high
constant learning rate. In the model collection phase, the SGD
training continues for collecting SGD iterates. The trajectory
of those iterates are then used to estimate the mean and the
covariance of the approximate Gaussian posterior distribution:

zl,ml ∼ Bernoulli(γl )

where θl∗ is the weight matrix of layer l before Dropout
is applied, and zl,ml for l = 1, ...L, ml = 1, ..., Ml are
independent binary random variables that follow the Bernoulli

qMultiSWAG (θ|D) =

K
1 X
N (θ; θ̂k , Σ̂k ).
K

(5)

k=1

Since each SWAG trajectory is expected to converge to a
different local solution or mode, MultiSWAG provides a multimodal approximation of the true posterior. MultiSWAG was
shown to improve generalization performance and uncertainty
estimation quality [32].
B. Global XAI methods
XAI methods that are decoupled from the architectural
choice of a neural network or its training procedure are
referred to as post hoc XAI methods, which can be further
categorised into local and global explanation methods. Global
XAI methods aim to explain the general decision-making
strategies learned by the representations of DNNs. They reveal
the concepts to which a particular neuron responds the most
[14]–[16], [34] by decomposing and quantifying the activations of certain neural network layers in terms of humanunderstandable concepts [35], [36], or by identifying and
understanding causal relationships that are encoded between
neurons [37].
In this work, we focus on the activation maximization (AM)
framework [34]. The general idea of AM is to artificially
generate an input that maximizes the activation of a particular
neuron in a certain layer of a neural network. The optimization
problem can be formulated as follows:
v̂ = argmax a(v) + R(v),

(6)

v∈RV

where v is the input variable, a(·) is the activation of the
neuron of interest, and R(·) is a regularizer. This can be
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Data set
Places365
CIFAR-100

image size
256 × 256 × 3
32 × 32 × 3

classes
365
100

Training size
∼1.4mil
50k

Test size
365k
10k

TABLE I: Data sets used in the experiments.
Model
ResNet50
WRes10
WRes2
WRes1 (WideResNet28)
WRes0.7
WRes0.2

# Trainable parameters
25.557.032
36,546,980
1,481,252
376,356
88,448
5,008

Test accuracy
55.57%
82.75%
77.45%
72.57%
62.54%
27.96%

TABLE II: Network architectures. WRes1 corresponds to the
original WideResNet28, and WResβ for β 6= 1 is the network
with the number of channels β times more than the original
in each convolutional layer. The test accuracy is on Place365
for ResNet50, and on CIFAR100 for WResβ, respectively.
easily extended to maximize the activation of a certain channel
or layer by maximizing a norm of the channel’s or layer’s
activation vectors. We refer to the resulting image, v̂ in Eq.(6),
as a feature visualization (FV) vector. In order to generate
FV that are not full of high-frequency noise, as it is the
case for adversarial examples [38]–[40], several regularization
techniques have been proposed [14], [41]: transformation
robustness applies several stochastic image transformations,
e.g., jittering, rotating, or scaling, before each optimization
step; frequency penalization either explicitly penalizes the
variance between neighboring pixels or applies bilateral filters
on top of the input. In order to even further reduce highfrequency patterns that correspond to noise, it was proposed
to perform the optimization in a spatially decorrelated and
whitened space, instead of the original image space. This
space corresponds to the Fourier transformation of the image
based on the spatially decorrelated colors. In this way, high
frequency components are already reduced in the gradient and
are successively not being accumulated.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Here we describe our experimental setup including the
methodologies for the quantitative analysis of feature visualizations.
A. Data sets
In our experiments, we use two data, Place365 and CIFAR100, which are described in Tab. I. When training a classifier,
the Place365 images are clipped to 224 × 224 × 3, and
CIFAR100 images are kept in their original size of 32×32×3.
B. Network Architectures
We train ResNet50 [42] on Place365, and WideResNet28
[43] on CIFAR100, respectively. To study the network width
dependence, we also use WideResNet28 with increased and
decreased numbers of channels in each layer. Therefore, we
scale the number of channels of the original WideResNet28
by a scaling factor β, which we refer to as WResβ, where
WRes2 would correspond to a network that is twice as wide,

Inference method
KFAC
MultiSWAG
MCDO-5%
MCDO-10%
MCDO-25%

Test accuracy
54.78%
56.64%
55.68%
55.07%
51.69%

TABLE III: Approximate Bayesian inference methods analyzed in the experiments. Each inference method is based on
a ResNet50 model. For each inference method, the test accuracy on the Places365 test set is evaluated on the predictive
distribution that we approximate with T = 50 MC samples.

as the original network. The number of parameters and the test
accuracy is shown in Tab.II, where the test accuracies are obtained by evaluating the MAP estimates of the corresponding
models.
C. Inference Methods
The approximate Bayesian inference methods that we analyzed are listed in Tab. III. Each inference method is based
on a ResNet50 network architecture. MCDO-γ% is the MC
dropout model with dropout rate γ%, applied to each layer of
the CNN encoders except for the last one (same dropout rate
for all layers). For MultiSWAG, the approximate posterior is
a mixture (5) of K = 10 Gaussians. The test accuracy on the
Places365 test set of each inference method is evaluated on
the predictive distribution in Eq.(4), that we approximate with
T = 50 MC samples.
D. Feature Visualization
In all experiments, we use the AM framework (6) to obtain
the FV vectors, and analyze their behavior. The FV vector
is by default of the same size as the input image. However,
since the images in CIFAR-100 are small and therefore not
very informative in terms of the concepts that we can extract
from them qualitatively, we expand the input to 128 × 128 × 3
using bilinear interpolation in PyTorch. We solve the AM
optimization problem (6) by 512 steps of gradient descent
with the step size of α = 0.05. For regularization, we
apply the transformation robustness with random rotation,
random scaling, random jittering. Moreover, the optimization
is performed in the decorrelated and whitened space. All
transformations correspond to the default setting in [14], from
which we used the PyTorch version of the published source
code https://github.com/greentfrapp/lucent.
E. Quantitative Distance Measure in FV space
One of the main contributions of this work is to analyze
the diversity of the “concepts”, expressed in FV vectors, of
BNN instances quantitatively. To this end, we need to define a
distance measure in the space of FVs. Apparently, the standard
norm distances, e.g. L2-distance and cosine-similarity, directly
applied to the FV vectors is not appropriate since “concepts”
in FV should be invariant to translations and rotations. We
therefore use a non-linear function g : RV 7→ RZ that maps
FV vectors into a low-dimensional latent concept space such
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Compute the predictions
of BNN instances for test
point
of class Farm.
(a)

Correctly classifying networks search
for Red barn to predict the class
Farm.

(b)
BNN

(c)

Wrongly classifying networks
search for farm animals to predict the class
Farm, which they did not find in the image.

Compute the predictions of BNN
instances on .

(d)

Manipulating

(e)

:

1. Find another test image
that contains the Farm animal concept
and is predicted by all networks
in
as Farm.

(f)
BNN

2. Extract Farm animal concept from
and insert it into
.

Fig. 1: Explaining decision-making strategies of 10 individual BNN instances using FVs. (a) A test sample x(1) of class Farm.
(b) 10 BNN instances classify x(1) . (c) Classification results by 10 instances (only 40% classify x(1) correctly as Farm). FVs
of the “correct” instances Ncorrect are shown in the upper blue box, while those of the “wrong” instances Nwrong are in the
lower blue box. We observe that FVs of Nwrong contain Farm animal-like concepts, which x(1) does NOT contain. (d) Another
test sample x(2) that contains a tiny sheep. (e) We cut out the tiny sheep (Farm animal concept) patch from x(2) and paste it
into x(1) , yielding x(1,edited) . (f) All instances correctly classify x(1,edited) as Farm, which implies that the FVs indeed encode
human-understandable concepts that reflect the networks decision-making strategy.
.
that FVs with similar concepts are mapped to close points.
Afterwards, the distance between two FVs is measured by the
cosine distance in this space:
d(v, v 0 ) =

>

Then, the non-linear map gφ (·) parameterized by φ is trained
by minimizing the contrastive loss:
N
M
X
X

0

g(v) g(v )
.
kg(v)kkg(v 0 )k

(7)

We learn the function g via a contrastive learning scheme [44]–
[46], more specifically, we use the SimCLR framework [44].
Therefore, assume that we are given a training set {vn }N
n=1
of FVs. We first conduct stochastic data augmentation, which
applies two random image transformations to each input,
i.e., to each FV, resulting in two different versions of each
input, which yields the following augmented training set
N
{{e
vn,m }M
vn,m }M
m=1 }n=1 . Here {e
m=1 are generated by stochastic augmentation applied to the n-th original sample, e.g., vn .

n=1 m,m0 =1

dφ (e
vn,m ,e
vn,m0 )
)
τ
,
PM
dφ (e
vn,m00 ,e
vn0 ,m000 )
)
n0 6=n
m00 ,m000 =1 exp(
τ

log P

exp(

(8)
where dφ is the distance measure (7) (which depends on φ by
gφ (·) and τ is a temperature hyperparameter. This contrastive
loss aims to minimize the distances between the samples
transformed from the same original test sample, while maximizing the distances between those transformed from different
original test samples. For the architecutre of gφ , we use a
ResNet18 [42] base encoder, that is, all ResNet18 layers up to
the average pooling layer, followed by a fully-connected layer,
a ReLU non-linearity and another fully-connected layer. We
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use stochastic gradient descent (SGD), where the contrastive
loss (8) with the batch size N and the temperature τ = 0.5 is
minimized in each epoch. The number of augmented samples is M = 2 (per original sample and epoch), and the
augmentation is randomly chosen from “Random Cropping”,
“Colorjitter”, and “Horizontal Flipping”. We run SGD for 150
epochs on the CIFAR-100 based models, and for 250 epochs
on the Places365 based models. For the contrastive clustering
we used the implementation of the following public repository
https://github.com/Yunfan-Li/Contrastive-Clustering.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we visualize and analyze the diversity of
the decision-making strategies of BNN instances in terms of
high-level concepts by using feature visualizations.
Within the first experiment we demonstrate that the extracted FVs properly reflect the characteristics of each individual BNN model instance by relating FV to the classification
prediction, and observing the models uncertainty behavior
when manipulating test samples. In the second experiment
we analyzes the dependence between FVs and the initial
parameter setting of the AM algorithm. In the third experiment
we analyzes the correlation between the diversity of FVs and
the uncertainty estimates of BNN model instances. While the
first two experiments validate our methodology qualitatively,
the third experiment confirms quantitatively that FVs properly
reflect the property of a Bayesian ensemble. In the last two
experiments we use our distance measure to analyze the diversity of BNN instances from different posterior approximation
methods, and different scale of models, which provides a new
insights to the latest findings of deep learning theory [22].
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has used
global XAI methods to explain the behavior of Bayesian neural
networks instances.

it wrongly as either Barn or Vegetable garden as shown in
the pie chart in Fig. 1(c). The corresponding FVs of the BNN
instance are plotted next to the pie chart, arranged based on
their prediction: the 4 FVs in the upper green box correspond
to the instances classifying the input correctly (which we
refer to as Netscorrect ), while the 6 FVs in the lower blue and
red boxes correspond to those classifying the input wrongly
(which we refer to as Netswrong ). The networks that correspond
to the FVs in the blue box wrongly predict the input as
Vegetable garden, while the ones that correspond to the FVs
in the red box wrongly predict the input as Barn. Comparing
the FVs of Netscorrect and Netswrong , we notice that most of
the FVs of Netswrong contain fur or farm animal-like objects
such as sheep, horses and cows, while FVs of Netscorrect do
not. This implies that the 6 instances in Netswrong use animals
within their decision strategy to classify an image as Farm, and
since x(1) does not contain any Farm animal concept, they can
not classify it correctly. To further demonstrate that FVs can
reveal the characteristics of each BNN instance, we manipulate
the test sample x(1) by using another test sample x(2) which
contains a very small sheep (Farm animal concept) and which
is classify correctly by all BNN instances in Netswrong . From
x(2) , we cut out the the small sheep and paste it into x(1)
manually (see x(1,edited) in the figure). Now, we all instances
classify x(1,edited) correctly as Farm, shown by the green pie
chart. This implies that the high-level animal concepts inherent
in the FVs of Netswrong are indeed the concepts that the
networks is searching for in the input image in order to classify
an input as Farm. Another example is given in Appendix
V. With this experiment we demonstrated, that the diverse
decision-making strategies of different BNN model instances
can indeed be explained by global XAI methods, answering
question 1) from the introduction.
B. Dependence on hyperparameters and initialization

A. Visualizing characteristics of individual BNN instances
The prediction by a BNN is made from an ensemble
of model instances drawn from the (approximate) posterior
distribution, and such model instances can acquire different
decision-making strategies. In this first experiment, we qualitatively show that by using FVs we are able to explain the
diverse characteristics of each individual model instance in
the Bayesian posterior ensemble. We draw model instances
from the MCDO-5% posterior with the ResNet50 architecture
trained on Place365. To receive a global explanation for each
of the 10 BNN instances for the class Farm, we apply the AM
algorithm to the network output, maximizing the logit for the
label Farm. From the 10 different FV images, shown in the
green, blue and red boxes in Fig. 1, we can observe that all
FV images contain reasonable high-level concepts, e.g., Red
barn, Farm animal, Tractor, Crop field, and Pasture fence,
implying that all BNN instances learned reasonable decisionmaking strategies for the class Farm. However, we identify
some test samples which are missclassified by some of the
BNN instances. One of the wrongly classified test samples,
x(1) , is shown in Fig. 1(a). Indeed, 4 of the instances classify
x(1) correctly as Farm, while the other 6 instances classify

The AM optimization (6) is highly non-convex, and therefore the obtained FVs can depend on the hyperparameter
setting and parameter initialization. Hence, we would need to
carefully tune the settings such that that the FVs properly extracts the concepts that the networks is using for the decisionmaking process. Accordingly, we investigate the dependence
of FVs on the hyperparameters, e.g., the number of epochs
for SGD and the step size α, and the initialization — we
(2)
(1)
start from two random initial points, v0 and v0 to solve the
optimization problem of (6). From the results, shown in Fig.
2, we can observe, that the AM optimization for α = 0.005
not converge either for 128 or 512 epochs. Futhermore, we
can observe that α = 0.5 results in over-contrasted FVs, and
that different initializations can change the location and shape
of the concept objects slightly. However, the content of the
represented concepts are unchanged for different settings and
initializations. Therefore, we conclude that our approach can
be used for analyzing the decision-making process without
carefully tuning the parameters. Note that the location shift of
concept objects by initializations might affect the quantitative
analysis of the diversity of BNN instances if we adopt a naive
distance measure, e.g. measuring the distance in pixel space.
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d(vt(i), )[10 2]
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Fig. 3: Distribution of distances between FVs and their corresponding instance centers (blue) and distribution of FVs
and other instance centers (orange). The distances within the
instances are much smaller than between different instances,
and both distributions is clearly separated. This implies that
the impact of parameter initialization for the AM optimization
is neglectable.

and predictive entropy. For uncertainty estimation, we use the
predictive entropy:
∗

(a) 128 epochs

(b) 512 epochs

Fig. 2: Dependence of the FV on the number of epochs, the
(1)
(2)
learning rate α, and the parameter initialization (v0 or v0 ).
We observe that the number of epochs affects the color scheme
slightly, the α affects the crispness and contrast drastically, and
the parameter initialization affects the positions and shapes
of objects slightly. However, the high level concepts stay the
same.

We will make sure in the next experiment that this is not the
case by using the distance measure introduced in Section III-E.

C. Quantitative diversity of FVs
Here, we validate our quantitative distance measure in the
FV space by showing that it suffices two requirements: 1)
the diversity caused by parameter initializations for the AM
optimization is ignorable compared to the diversity of BNN
instances 2) the measured diversity is highly correlated to the
uncertainty of the prediction. In order to evaluate 1), we first
generate 5 FVs for each of 100 BNN instances and compute
the average latent concept vector for each of the instances. We
will refer to these 100 mean vectors as instance centers. In Fig.
3 we plot the histogram of the euclidean distance from each
FV to its corresponding instance center (blue), as well as to
another instance center (orange). We can observe a significant
separation between the two histograms, implyingthat the FV
diversity caused by initialization is indeed neglectable. Next,
we investigate the correlation between the diversity of FVs

H(x ) := −

C
X

P (y ∗ = c|x∗ , D) log P (y ∗ = c|x∗ , D).

c=1

We prepare 100 sets of model instances with different diversity
level (see Appendix V for how to generate those sets), and plot
the FV variance
2
PT
PT
(9)
FVVar := T1 t=1 gφ (vt ) − T1 t0 =1 gφ (vt0 )
2

in horizontal axis and the empirical mean predictive entropy
over the whole data set D
Ep(x) [H(x)] :=

N
1 X
H(x(n) )
N n=1

in the vertical axis in Fig. 4. Here, T is the number of
BNN instances in a set, {vt }Tt=1 are the FVs of them, and
the predictions (for computing the entropy) is made by those
T instances. We can observe high correlation between the
FVs diversity and the uncertainty estimates, showing that our
distance measure in the FV space properly reflects the distance
between BNN instances.
Overall, we can conclude that our distance measure suffices
the two requirements, and now apply our tools for analyzing
BNN instances.
D. Comparing representations of different BNN inference
methods
In the following, we will visually and quantitatively compare the learned representations of models that were trained
using different Bayesian inference methods. We train ResNet50
on Place365 with the Bayesian approximation methods listed
in Table III. First, we find the cluster structure of BNN

Mean predictive entropy
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Fig. 4: Correlation between feature visualization diversity (FVVar) and mean predictive entropy. High correlation between
FVVar and the mean predictive entropy is observed.

instances of each inference method, and compare their learned
concepts. To this end, we compute the FV for the class Farm
of each of the 100 BNN instances, individually. Fig. 5 shows
tSNE plots of the BNN instances in the FV space with typical
FV images from each cluster for KFAC, MultiSWAG, MCDO5% and MCDO-25%. Note that tSNE is applied in the latent
concept space, i.e., to the vectors {gφ (vt )}, and therefore
reflect our quantitative distance measure. Clustering is performed by applying KMeans [47] (again to the latent concept
vectors {gφ (vt )}), and the instances that belong to different
clusters are depicted in different colors. We can observe that
the concepts of the class Farm, which are visual perceptible,
generally consist of Red barn, Tractor, Farm animal, Crop
field, and Pasture fence. However, different inference methods
yield different cluster structures: KFAC yields 2 clusters and
MultiSWAG yields ∼ 10 clusters indicated by the different
colors in Fig. 5 respectively. Furthermore, we can observe
that MCDO yields 5 ∼ 7 clusters, while the distribution looks
highly dependent on the dropout rate. KFAC yields the least
diverse FVs with 2 clusters, and all instances tend to include
almost all of the Farm concepts. Nevertheless, we observe a
difference between the 2 equally sized clusters which relates
to the Tractor concept being more present in cluster 1 and
the Red barn concept being more present in cluster 2. The
MultiSWAG instances also include different Farm concepts
in each of the instances, however visualizing their clusters
individually, we can observe that some clusters include certain
concepts more frequently than others. In particular, cluster
1 includes the Tractor and Crop field, cluster 2 the Farm
animal and Pasture fence, and cluster 3 the Red barn, Crop
field and Pasture fence concepts more frequently than the
other clusters. The other 7 clusters contain all Farm concepts
and are similar in terms of the content of concepts (see
Appendix V). For MultiSWAG, the clusters found by KMeans
match the MoG structure, i.e., most of the BNN instances
generated from the same posterior Gaussian component are
clustered together. This connects to the fact that each SWAG
ensemble member converges to a different local minimum

[32], or posterior mode. MCDO-γ shows most diverse FVs.
We observe in Fig.5 that the BNN instances of each cluster
seem to specialize with respect to certain Farm concepts
and can be thus separated very well by these concepts. For
MCDO-5%, cluster 1 primarily includes the Red barn and
Crop field, cluster 2 the Tractor and Crop field, and cluster
3 the Farm animal and Pasture fence concepts. Naturally,
the diversity of MCDO-γ instances increases with increasing
Dropout rate, and thus MCDO-25% results in an increased
number of clusters. Also, we observe that the quality of FVs
decreases with increasing Dropout rate and that more diverse
color schemes appear, e.g. two yellow scales, two gray scales,
and one blue scale for MCDO-25%. In Appendix V, we
additionally show the results for MCDO-10% and include the
examples of the remaining clusters of the MultiSWAG model
instances.
Fig. 6 shows the quantitative diversity of FVs and uncertainty of predictions, i.e., FVVar defined in Eq. (9). We can
see in the left subplot, that the FVVar follows our qualitative
observations: KFAC yields the lowest variability, followed by
MultiSWAG and the MCDO 5%, 10%, 25% yields the largest
diversity in this order. Hence, we can answer question 2) from
the introduction with yes. The right subplot in Fig. 6 compares
the FV diversity and the entropy. The high correlation implies
that the tendency of over-/under-confidence is reflected to the
diversity of FVs, answering question 3) from the introduction.

E. Visualizing the multimodal structure of the posterior distribution of BNNs.
Here we explain the multimodal structure of the BNN
posterior distribution. Specifically, we use BNN instances
drawn from the MoG posterior (5) obtained by MultiSWAG,
and qualitatively (visually) and quantitatively analyze their behaviors. Furthermore, we investigate the dependence between
the multimodality and the network width in terms of humanly
understandable concepts using FV. To this end, we train a
WideResNet28 and its modified versions listed in Tab. II, where
WResβ refers to a WRes network, where the width is scaled by
β. The training is performed on CIFAR-100 by MultiSWAG
with a mixture of K = 10 Gaussians posteriors. After training,
we draw 100 BNN instances from each Gaussian posterior,
resulting in 1000 BNN instances in total, and compute their
individual FVs for the class Castle. We plot the FV for the
networks with different width in a tSNE plot, shown in Fig.
7 at the bottom. Above, for each network, three FV from
three hand-picked Gaussian distributions are shown. The black
boxes indicates the different networks, i.e., WRes0.2, WRes1,
and WRes10, respectively (Results with other networks are
shown in Appendix V). In the tSNE plot, the color indicates
the Gaussian component from which the BNN instance is
drawn (i.e. we did not apply KMeans here). From the tSNE
plots, we observe that the network width strongly affects the
multimodal structure: For small network width (WRes0.2),
instances from different modes are separable, while, for wide
network (WRes10), the instances are overlapped.
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Fig. 5: FVs and cluster structure of the learned concepts for class logit Farm. Four black box represent KFAC, MultiSWAG,
MCDO-5%, and MCDO-25%, respectively. The FVs are clustered using KMeans (the number of clusters is manually chosen)
and plotted in two-dimensional tSNE space in different colors. We choose certain clusters and plot 3 example FVs of each
cluster. The shown FV of a specific cluster are marked by rectangles and same-colored ellipses in the tSNE plots. For each
Bayesian inference method, we mostly found the following concepts in the displayed clusters. KFAC cluster 1: Tractor, Crop
field, and little details of animals, e.g. Eyes. KFAC cluster 2: Red barn, Crop field, Pasture fence, and little details of animals,
e.g. Eyes. MultiSWAG Cluster 1: Tractor, Crop field. MultiSWAG cluster 2: Farm animal, Crop field, and Pasture fence.
MultiSWAG cluster 3: Red barn and Crop field. MCDO-5% cluster 1: Red barn, Crop field. MCDO-5% cluster 2: Tractor
and Crop field. MCDO-5% cluster 3: Farm animal, Pasture fence. MCDO-25% cluster 1: Red barn, Crop field, Pasture fence.
MCDO-25% cluster 2: Farm animal, Pasture fence, and Crop field. MCDO-25% cluster 3 mostly contains a mixture of all
found Farm concepts in a specific grayscale.
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Fig. 6: Representation diversity of Bayesian inference methods. The left subplot displays the FVVar of BNN instances of each
inference method. The diversity of KFAC, MultiSWAG, MCDO 5%, 10%, and 25% is increasing from left to right. The right
subplot displays the correlation between FVVar and the mean predictive entropy. They highly correlate with each other, as
expected.

WRes1
Cluster 3

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

WRes10
Cluster 3

tSNE component 2

tSNE component 2

Cluster 2

tSNE component 1

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

tSNE component 2

WRes0.2
Cluster 1

tSNE component 1

tSNE component 1

Fig. 7: Comparision of the multimodal structure of WReNet28 with different network width in the FV space. The black bounding
box indicate the different networks, i.e., WRes-0.2, WRes-1, and WRes-10, respectively. The colored dashed bounding boxes
mark FVs of 3 BNN instances from 3 modes. We can observe that the modes overlapped as the network width increases.
Moreover, the quality of FVs drastically improves from WRes0.2 to WRes1, and WRes10 successfully abstracts the castle
class by replacing discrete shape information (small discrete shapes, e.g., in the bottom of WRes1 Cluster 1.) by smoother
ones in each mode (compare bottom of WRes10, Cluster 2.
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For quantitatively analyze, we compute the inter-mode variance
2
PK
PK
1
1
0
InterModeVar : = K
(10)
k=1 µk − K
k0 =1 µk
2

and the intra-mode variance
PK
1
IntraModeVar := K
k=1

1
100

P100

t=1

2

kzk,t − µk k2 ,

(11)

and plot them in the left panel of Fig. 8. Here, zk,t is the
latent concept vector of the FV of the t-th instance from the
k-th mode (k-th Gaussian component), and µk is the latent
concept vector of the FV of the k-th Gaussian center. We
can observe that, with a growing network width, the intermode variability decreases, while the intra-mode variability
increases. The former (descreasing variability) aligns with
the implications of recent theory on Neural Tangent Kernels
(NTK) [48], [49]: infinitely wide networks have a global
solution close to any initial point in the parameter space,
and all those global solutions behave/perform similarly—the
modes that behave similarly should have similar FVs. On the
other hands, to the best of our knowledge, the latter (increasing
intra-mode variability with growing β) is not explained by
theory so far.
In the following, we will answer question 4) from the
introduction regarding the impact of the network width on
the diversity of FV of samples from a multimodal posterior
distribution. Therefore, we first qualitatively investigate the
FVs given in Fig. 7. We can observe that a too narrow network
(WRes0.2) gives notably low quality FVs, which implies that
the network does not have sufficient capacity to learn good
feature representations. As a result, the network only learns
simple concepts, i.e., patterns like stripes and grids, instead
of the high-level Castle concepts, e.g. castle tower. The large
inter-mode variability reflects the fact that each mode learns
different color schemes and different patterns, while the small
intra-mode variability results in identical concepts within each
mode. For larger network widths, we observe a clear difference
in their FVs. Modes of WRes1 still learn different color
schemes, and at the same time also learn high-level Castle
concepts, e.g. castle towers with different colors. In each
mode, we can observe intra-mode variability as the difference
in the shape of the castle towers. Modes of WRes10 leans
very similar features of more abstract castle concepts, i.e., the
shape information is reduced, and it is harder to distinguish
the FV of the different modes. The difference between WRes1
and WRes10 implies that, for a moderate network width, each
mode plays different roles and searches for different shapes of
the class objects, while, for a large network width, modes get
mixed and each mode abstracts the concepts well, such that a
single model alone can perform well in terms of test accuracy
and test calibration, e.g. ECE. We test this implication by
checking how strongly the application of ensembling impacts
the performance of the average SWAG models, compared to
the performance of their ensemble, e.g. MultiSWAG. In the
right panel of Fig. 8 we plot the MultiSWAG test accuracy,
subtracted by the average SWAG model accuracy, and the
MultiSWAG test ECE, subtracted by the average SWAG model
test ECE, for each of the WRes models, respectively. As we

can see in the graph, ensembling improved the test accuracy,
and test ECE for every model width, e.g. only positive values
in test accuracy curve and only negative values in the test
ECE curve. Moreover, for all models, except for WRes0.2,
the positive impact of ensembling on the test accuracy and
test ECE seems to decrease as the model width increases.
This underlines our assumption that for a reasonable network
width, e.g. WRes1, each ensemble members learns different
specialized concepts that are used for prediction and thus the
test accuracy and test ECE improve more when ensembling,
than for WRes10, where the modes overlap, and each mode
learns a variety of reasonable concepts that are important for
prediction, instead of specializing in just some. The fact that
the test accuracy increase for the WRes0.2 based MultiSWAG
is not as high as for the WRes1 based one suggests that
an overspecialization of modes (WRes0.2), e.g. each instance
within a mode looks exactly the same while instances from
different modes look completely different, results in a worse
consensus and thus lower performance improvement when
ensembling is applied, compared to modes that contain more
variability between their instances, while still being diverse
between modes (WRes1).
V. C ONCLUSION
Since BNNs provide additional information about the uncertainty of a prediction, they are of enormous value, especially in safety-critical applications. Their ability to estimate
uncertainties of a prediction is inherent in the learned multimodal posterior distribution. Sampling from this posterior
distribution results in BNN instances, that exhibit diverse
representations, which in turn lead to different prediction
strategies. It has been shown in a large number of works that
the diversity of these strategies depends on various factors,
such as the choice of the Bayesian approximation method,
the parameter initialization, or the model size. However, so
far, this diversity has been analyzed either in the output, or
parameter space of the BNN instances, which unfortunately
still lacks human understandable intuition. With this work,
we now deliver this missing but important building block to
support human understanding by making the learned strategies
visually accessible. To do this, we use feature visualizations
as a global explanation method to explain — in a humanunderstandable way — the different representations and prediction strategies learned by BNN instances. Furthermore, this
enables us to examine the diversity of the BNN instances on
the feature visualizations both qualitatively and quantitatively,
thus adding the visual component to the previous theory. In
order to quantitatively analyze the FVs with their pronounced
heterogeneity, we first learn a suitable representation of the FV
with the help of contrastive learning, which we can then use to
measure the distance. The ability of measuring the distances
between FVs allowed us to investigate and at the same time
to visually understand how the use of different Bayesian
inference methods affects the diversity of BNN instances.
Indeed, we could demonstrate, that the learned representations
vary stronger for multimodal Bayesian inference methods,
such as Gaussian mixture models than for unimodal ones,
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Fig. 8: The left subplot shows how the inter- and intra-mode variabilities change with increasing network width. As the network
width increases (from left to right), the inter-mode variability decreases, while the intra-mode variability increases. The right
subplot shows the differences between the test accuracies of the ensemble of SWAG models, e.g. MultiSWAG, and the average
SWAG model accuracy, as well as the differences between the ECEs of MultiSWAG and the average SWAG model ECE.
The application of ensembling has a greater impact, with regard to the test accuracy and ECE, on the narrower WRes1 based
SWAG models.

such as KFAC. The greatest variety of learned representations
is achieved by Dropout-based models. Here the dropout rate
correlated positively with the variety of representations, i.e. the
higher the dropout rate, the more different the representations
visible through their FVs. Furthermore, our investigation of
whether we can infer the uncertainty estimates of a BNN from
the diversity of its representations revealed that the diversity of
FVs is positively correlated with the uncertainty of the BNN.
Moreover, we were able to measure — and visually demonstrate — the dependence of the multimodal structure of the
posterior distribution on the width of the underlying network.
Specifically, we have shown that the modes in a multimodal
posterior distribution of Gaussian mixtures become more
similar with increasing width of the underlying network. This
result is consistent with recent theoretical insights into Neural
Tangent Kernels, where it was shown that the local solutions
of infinitely wide networks behave similarly despite different
initial parametrization. However, by adding the additional
visual component - through the lens of global explanations
- we can easily understand the similar behavior of the modes
given their similar FVs. In future work, we will investigate
how the observed behavior of posterior modes can help to
improve model performance in detecting OOD samples.
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A PPENDIX A
In the introductory experiment in Section IV-A, we demonstrate that we can visualize and extract high-level information
about the decision-making strategies of BNN instances from
FV and, for the first time, visualize their differences. In the
following we present further examples of this experiment,
which are shown in Fig. 9a and 9a.
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Test image 1

Test image 2

FV of correct predicting networks on
image 1

FV of wrong predicting networks on
image 1

Edited Image

All networks predict edited image
correctly

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Two additional BNN decision manipulation strategy examples. (a) In this example we can see that the selected images
that predicted ”Test image 1” correctly include the high-level concepts Red barn and Crop fields, which are also present in
the image. On the other hand, the chosen networks that predicted the image incorrectly, include the high-level concept Farm
animal in them. After manipulating Test image 1 by pasting a horse (Farm animal) from ”Test image 2” of the test set, all
networks do predict the ”Edited image” correctly. (b) In this example we can see that the selected images that predicted ”Test
image 1” correctly include the high-level concept Crop field, which are also present in the image. On the other hand, the
chosen networks that predicted the image incorrectly, include the high-level concept Red barn in them. After manipulating
Test image 1 by pasting a red barn from ”Test image 2” of the test set, all networks do predict the ”Edited image” correctly.
.
A PPENDIX B
In this section we explain how we formed the sets in sec.
IV-C. Each set is formed by first choosing an initial BNN
instance θ∗ ∈ Θ, where Θ := {θt |t = 1, ..., T } is the set of all
BNN instances that we have sampled, and construct the tuple:


kN N (θ∗ )
kN N (θ∗ )
ΘkN N (θ∗ ) := θ1
, . . . , θT
,
(12)
s.t. d(v∗ , vt ) < d(v∗ , vt+1 ),
kN N (θ∗ )

θt

∈ Θ,

t = 1, . . . , T − 1.

tatively analyzing the goodness of clusters, that is, whether
the points cluster well in the tSNE plots, and whether humanunderstandable concepts, e.g. Farm animal, are clustered together. Following, we show the tSNE plots for the MCDO10% model in Fig. 10, the FVs of MCDO-10% in 11, and the
FVs of the MultiSWAG clusters in 12.

(13)

A PPENDIX D

(14)

In Fig. 13 we show the tSNE mode plots and respective FVs
of some example clusters of the WRes0.7 and WRes 2 models.
As can be seen, the FVs are naturally clustered together and
well separated for the narrower WRes0.7 model, and overlap
more for the WRes2 model.

(15)

Intuitively, the tuple consists of all BNN instances in Θ, sorted
by their feature visualization distance to the FV of the start
point θ∗ , such that the first element has the closest FV distance
to the FV of θ0 , the second element has the second closest FV
distance to the FV of θ∗ and so on. Next, we evaluate and plot
the mean predictive entropy and T otalV ar for ensembles of
subsets consisting of the first E instances in ΘkN N (θ∗ ) . We
do this for E = 2, ..., 100. We repeat this procedure is 100
times, e.g. with 100 different starting points, and average the
resulting FVVars and mean predictive entropies when plotting
the single curve in Fig. 4.
A PPENDIX C
For the experiments in sec. IV-D we cluster the FVs by
applying KMeans. We choose the cluster number by quali-
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Fig. 10: MCDO-10% clusters. The instances cluster into 5 clusters, where parts are well separated, e.g. cluster 1 and cluster
4, and others are connected, e.g. cluster 2, 3, and 5.
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Fig. 11: MCDO-10% clusters. The MCDO-10% clusters 1-3 are connected, and similar in terms of their color scheme. However,
cluster 1 contains the Farm animal, cluster 2 the Tractor, and cluster 3 the Red barn concepts more frequently than the other
clusters. The later two clusters (4,5) contain a mix of all Farm concepts, however in a different color scheme.
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Fig. 12: MultiSWAG clusters. The MultiSWAG clusters mostly cluster with regards to the underlying SWAG ensemble member.
We can see, that most clusters contian a variety of Farm concepts in them. Only clusters 3,6,10 seem to specialize.
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Fig. 13: Multimodal structure of WReNet28 with different network width in the FV space. The black bounding box corresponds
to WRes-0.7, and WRes-2. The colored dashed bounding boxes mark FVs of 3 BNN instances from 3 modes. As the network
width increases, the modes overlap more.

